READ YOUR WRIST SIZE HERE

Defining your bracelet size is rather personal, due to your personal preferences of wearing a bracelet

rather tight or loose. On average we advise to add 1,5cm to 2cm for a silver bracelet to your wrist size

and 1 centimeter for a leather bracelet.
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HOW TO MEASURE YOUR WRIST SIZE
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BEFORE YOU BEGIN

For the most accurate wrist size, please review your printer setting
first. Page scaling should be set to “none” and PDF prints at 100%.
To confirm the precision of the printout, use a ruler to measure the 1
inch or 3 centimeter markers in the sample box. If this doesn’t match
exactly, your wrist measurement will be inaccurate.
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WRIST SIZE GUIDE

1.
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Print the wrist size guide and cut the paper wrist sizer.
With the number markers outside, curl the wrist sizer into a 		
circle and carefully insert the pointed end just through the small
opening at the end.
Place your wrist through the wrist sizer and gently pull the
pointed end through the slit until the wrist sizer fits comfortably
around your wrist.
The number that lines up with the arrow is your wrist size. If the
measurement is between two sizes, refer the larger size.

ADDITIONAL NOTES

The wrist sizer will give you the approximation of your wrist size.
Bracelet fit will vary depending on the type of bracelet ánd your
personal preferences. For instance do you like to wear it rather tight
or loose? Is it a bangle, a silver chain bracelet or a leather bracelet?
On average we advise to add 1,5cm (0,59 inch) to 2cm (0,79 inch) for
a silver bracelet to your wrist size and 1 cm (0,39 inch) for a leather
bracelet.
Read more details on sizing per bracelet type at:
www.silkjewellery.com/sizes
Should you have any questions contact customer service at
info@silkjewellery.com or +31 (0) 85 - 500 70 70
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